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“Let music belong to everyone!”
-Zoltan Kodaly
SHARING MUSIC, SHARING STORIES

Join Classical 90.5’s Education Programs Manager, Sara Soltau, as she performs *Ferdinand the Bull* with both words and violin! She will also be recording the kids’ comments for radio, and will offer both a fiddle/dancing performance, and a writing/drawing activity to classical music!
Click on a Classroom to hear their submitted Earth sounds:

Ms. Ruff and Ms. Quesada's 2nd Grade Class

Greeting for outerspace:
Peace across space.

Listen to their music:

Listen to their sound:

Credit: Composed and performed by our students.
Welcome to The Music Box!

we're glad to have you on the team!

Hello, I am Professor Shark

Expert in Science

draw your expert self

I'm an expert at Science because I mix things up like soap and milk plus I have a little Science kit and I made a mixture that was supposed to glow in the dark but exploded instead.
Marguerite Gachet in the Garden by Vincent Van Gogh
2013/14 - 2016/17

14 families → 1,000+ families

54 instruments → 237 instruments
Funding for Education: 2015-2017

- Norton Foundation: $60,000
- Whitney Foundation: $31,000
- Horseshoe Foundation: $5,000
- Private anonymous donation: $10,000
- Cultural Pass: $1,000
- Mayor’s Office: $4,000
- PNC: $100,000

Total: $211,000
QUESTIONS?